
The winter of 2007 – 2008 produced above average precipitation with a normal snow pack and an unusual  
amount of low snow that stuck around for months. This increased the ground water dramatically as 
slow melting snow seems the best contributor to the aquifer. Our early season was very slow which 
has prompted us to make some changes in 09 (see dates). Late May June and July were booking well 
when all of California experienced a fierce lightening storm on June 21. This started numerous fires 
all over the state including several in our area. We began to be intermittently effected by smoke and 
after several weeks it was apparent that one of the fires was going to reach our property. We closed 
in mid July due to smoke, road closures, and the chaos of a dramatic increase in fire fighting crews 
and overhead. We remained closed for a month as the fire made it’s way to us and burned the length 
of our property above the road It was largely a “good” fire and was of low intensity. We were hugely 
relieved to have it go by us without the devastation of a hot “crowning” fire. We were very fortunate to 
have a great deal of help from the Federal government. At one point we had three engine crews on 
the property, three pumps and five thousand feet of hose lay. This was an extremely stressful time as 
we never knew what changes to fire behavior could occur based on the weather. We survived with the 
forest still in great shape and reopened in mid August. Highlights this year was a visit from OUTSIDE’S 
“GO” Magazine who spent a week with us. Check out the feature 
on OBL the Spring ‘09 issue of “GO”. Also our first visit from the 
“First Descents” cancer camps was a wonderful experience for 
all. We had many full weeks and the boating, camaraderie, diving  
and food never seemed to be in short supply. We are so very 
appreciative of the positive attitudes of so many during the fire 
related events. This includes our fantastic staff, understanding 
clients and the firefighters themselves who were ever present and 
very supportive. 

PROGRAM
 One certified instructor for every three guests.
 Seven days of instruction personalized to fit individual 

 skills and experience.
 Top of the line equipment selected to individually 

 outfit each guest.
 Instructional ponds for initial training/ orientation   

 sessions with emphasis on rolling.
 Practice sessions on the Salmon River
 Overnight “graduation” run on the Klamath River  

 for trips July-Sept.
  
WHO
From people with NO previous whitewater experience 
required to those with advanced experience and skills. 
All levels taught. 

EXTRAS
We will rent out the lodge at the end of September 
for large private bookings or weddings.

TRIPS
New Zealand
Grand Canyon

WHAT 
The opportunity to develop white water kayaking skills 
at one of the nation’s premier schools. You can come 
by yourself or with friends. We have classes from 
Beginning to Advanced Levels. You need a desire to 
learn while having a great vacation. Play boating, Kids 
Camps; Teen Leadership Camp; Grand Canyon and 
New Zealand Trips also.

WHEN
May through mid-September each year

WHERE
Forks of Salmon, CA. Situated on the shores of the 
California’s Salmon River deep in the Klamath National 
Forest. Located between the Trinity Alps and Marble 
Mountain Wilderness area in Northern California. Half 
way between San Francisco and Portland, OR.

FEATURES
Deluxe accommodations for 14 guests.
Double occupancy rooms with French doors, 
hardwood floors and private decks.
Outdoor hot tub & wood-fired sauna; masseuses
Gourmet Meals; Deluxe Lodging; Great Kayaking; 
Mt. Biking; Crystal clear Swimming Holes; Hiking in
the Klamath National Forest.



Presently in Bozeman Montana and loving the steeps of Bridger 
and Big Sky. Skiing the couloirs and ridges the usual heady tonic 
and I can’t help but to rejoice in this life. Inauguration tomorrow 
and while the overall view is a bit harrowing it feels right to take 
a close look inward and readjust personal habits towards health 
and conservation.

Why would anyone want to come to Otter Bar in 2009? After all, aren’t we all cut-
ting back and eliminating many “luxury” items? I suspect we fall into that category.  
As you might suspect, we are pondering this question at this moment. The fact 
is, we won’t blame you if you don’t show up. Many of you reading this (assuming  
anyone does) know what we are about so I will forgo the sales job. You know 
where to find us. We are offering fewer weeks this year (see dates) and  
I am miserable with the prospect of having to ski more days in April. Indeed, these 
will be hard times for Otter Bar but we feel fortunate to have little debt and we are 
secretly hopeful that we will remain a sanctuary for the legions of people who we 
have hosted multiple times over the last 28 years. We are not planning on going 
anywhere soon but Otter Bar may take on a different look as we weigh the options 
for survival. Maybe a time share trailer park? Rock star drug rehab center? Indian 
bingo casino?  As usual we are making lots of improvements on a continual basis 
and you can be sure that the quality of the Otter Bar operation will only get better 
as long as we are at the helm. If you can fit us in we will be hugely appreciative! 
Please keep in touch.

We had  come to our TLC camp in June, 2008. TLC is a 
camp for 15-18 yr. olds who need and want to learn about kayaking skills, on and off the river. Tyler Bradt, David Hughs and Aaron 
Rettig were the group’s mentors. Discussions on and off the river proved insightful for everyone. The group began on the Trinity 
River, the same day the California fires began. A little smoke didn’t bother these tough kids! They boated as if things were perfectly 
normal. After a few days and a little ‘black lung’ they headed up to the Forks and camped at Nordheimer Campground and ran 
the most difficult runs the Salmon has to offer. The river was still high enough for them to run parts of Nordheimer and the Butler 
run a few times. After a day of kayaking, the kids were divided into groups to make dinner and clean-up. The day’s events were 
discussed and plans for the next day were made. The last two days of the camp were spent in the Trinadad area surf kayaking in 
the ocean. The kids were not only amazing kayakers, but the nicest and most respectful kids ever. I’ve come to the conclusion 
that kayaking just attracts good people!

Andrew Barton,
Jamie Boudreau,
Will Burkhalter,
Connor Dixon,
Savannah Dixon,
Robby Dohrn,
Matt Larson,
Tucker Samuelson,
Ali Small.



ADVANCED & INTERMEDIATE 
Classes run concurrently 
May 3-9
May 10-16

INTERMEDIATE & BASIC INTERMED 
May 17-23
May 24-30
  
BASIC INTERMEDIATE 
May 31-June 6
June 7-13
June 14-20
June 21-27

BASIC INTERMEDIATE & BEGINNING 
June 28-july 4
July 5-11
July 12-18
July 19-25
July 26-Aug 1
August 2-8
August 9-15
August 16-22
August 23-29
Aug 30-Sept 5
September 6-12

TEEN LEADERSHIP CAMP ‘T.L.C.’   
Ages 15-19 
June 20-July 1
(Saturday-Wednesday 12 days)
 
NOT FOR GROWN-UPS-KIDS CAMPS 
Ages 10-14 years 
Intermediate camp: 
July 19-25
Beginning camp 
July 26-aug 1 

NEW ZEALAND 2010
Class 2/3 trip ~ class 3/4 trip
Call for exact dates 

GRAND CANYON COLORADO TRIP 
September 6-20, 2009

Adult weeks: $2190
First 2 weeks discounted: $1862
Teen Leadership: $1450.00
Kids Camps: $850.00
Grand Canyon: $3500.00

In the Fall of 2008 we hosted our first week of “First Descents” cancer camps 
for young adults 18 – 30 years old. This was a tremendously uplifting experience  
for all involved. We provided a full staff and in addition were assisted by a number 
of volunteers. The concept was to teach kayaking and provide a peak  experience  
for the participants where all troubles were left behind, at least for one week. 
“First Descents” has been doing this for some time with great success and adding  
the Otter Bar facilities and staff to the mix proved a good fit.  Brad Ludden and Corey 
Nielsen head this program and the combination of their effusive optimism and 
the normal upbeat tenor of Otter bar’s operation was well received. We delighted  
in the poignant, happy, and very appreciative response from all the participants. 
Slipping down the river by day and great food and conversation by night is normal 
fare at Otter Bar but this particular booking prompted all of us to re-examine our 
individual realities and the overall atmosphere that was created was, well, sublime.  
No one will soon forget this week.

Rush Sturges is on a new adventure. He’s going solo with a new film production company 
he just began named: RIVER ROOTS. His first movie is in conjunction with Revolutionary 
Innovations (Tyler Bradt) and is the AFRICAN REVOLUTIONS TOUR FILM. (See article) Rush 
has been the innovative leader in Young Guns Productions since his high school years at 
World Class Kayak Academy with Brook Baldwin and Marlow Long. His film making career 
is evolving into more of a substantive and environmental genre, while still maintaining 
some of the most outstanding kayaking footage you’ll ever see. Rush’s focus is to procure 
only original music for his movies. He also writes songs and performs them. The music in 
his the new film is 



Over the years Otter Bar has moved down the Colorado River through the Grand Canyon in a family kind of way. We’ve been 
privileged to be supported through the Canyon by two astounding river families, High Desert Adventures, HDA and Arizona Raft 
Adventure, AzRA.   
Much like Otter Bar, HDA was a small family of river guides who became life long friends with our Otter Bar guides, even attending 
kayak classes at the lodge on the Cal-Salmon, with their owner Mark Sleight. Don’t remember how many of those incredible river-
men and riverwomen got their first kayak lessons on the “calmer” stretches through the Grand Canyon from the Otter Bar safety 
boaters.  Raft guides used to call it their “Adopt a kayaker” program. Over the years Phil DeRiemer, Reg Lake, Peter Kettering or  
I would take a turn at “pushing rubber” down river, while a raft guide would use our kayaks and one or the other of us would begin 
basic kayak instruction mid-stream, so to speak. Made for interesting roll sessions!
When HDA sold to AzRA we met one of the larger Colorado River families with scores of guides and a rep for treating their people 
well. Now in our sixth year with AzRA we are still being escorted through the canyon by guides we’ve worked with for twenty years 
and at the same time we’re getting to meet a whole new family thanks to AzRA owners Fred and Alex Thevenin.
With the switch to AzRA we also switched our support craft. Some of our bigger trips with HDA had five or six eighteen foot oar rafts 
carrying our gear and camp necessities. With AzRA we’ve gone to motors and are being accompanied by a thirty seven foot “J” rig 
and at times a twenty-two foot “snout” boat. The motors are quiet and our trips get to stay closer together, allowing kayakers and 

raft passengers to enjoy each other’s runs through the big ones.  
Each year at the put-in at Lees Ferry, strangers in brightly colored kayaks  
look up from their preparations for the two week downriver journey and 
wonder what they’ve gotten themselves into. With everything on their minds 
at that moment, few realize that within a very short time they will become 
the newest members of our Otter Bar Grand Canyon family.
Bring your honed river skills, but also, be prepared for much more diversity  
than you might have imagined as you readied yourself for your Grand Canyon 
adventure. Last year we visited an archeological excavation site in the Unkar  
Delta shortly before dropping into the “Granite Gorge” for our biggest 

days of whitewater. We scout and 
run the big drops, but we also 
find excitement in the exploration  
of many of the side canyons we pass 
during the day or camp at every night.  

Lees Ferry put-in morning

Buck Farm Canyon



 has founded a non-profit organization promoting the use of  
Solar Ovens in Africa and other countries in the world that could utilize the sun as a  
power source for their cooking and clean water needs. This is an ambitious project,  
to say the least. Rita has diligently navigated her way through the legal process 
of starting a non-profit; pursuing contacts in the US and abroad; raising money 
doing benefits and traveling to Africa and meeting with the villagers that would 
benefit from this project. This trip was some what of an extreme measure, since 
she had to spend almost 4 months in a van with five pretty extreme kayakers.  
Now, this is dedicated woman! 

On my recent trip to Africa with the Africa Revolutions Team, I visited schools and orphanages to discuss whether or not they 
would benefit from a village solar oven, I am proposing to use the Villager made by Paul Munsen at Sun Ovens International.  
I had great feedback from everyone . . . the 
kids loved my demonstrations with the small  
cooker and the representatives of the institu-
tions were extremely excited about the ease and lack of expense. Africa has power outages every day and in most areas 
indefinitely. The making and use of charcoal is devastating to the environment and health of children cooking indoors and is 
very expensive. The orphanages cannot afford to pay for the amount of charcoal needed to cook for their children. Electricity 
is not even an option and gas is also way too expensive.
I met and spoke with James Savage and Marcel Wagner who work with the Shiplake College Expedition Society (SCES) 
focusing on schools in Kenya since 1994. They created the Kikunduku Schools Project (KSP) which has grown to consist 
of over 6,000 children. The area is extremely hostile and poor and as such ideally suited to the introduction of solar ovens. 
We made plans to work together to build workshops at Sagana in order to get volunteers to make and distribute solar ovens. 
I also am planning to supply the villager to a school in this area. On my next trip to Kenya I will meet with the local chief 
as well as the community and the Provincial Administration who has been very supportive and generous for letting us use 
land to build the proposed workshops.
When in Uganda I had a wonderful time there and met with Kawesa Mukasa from the Solar Connect 
Association, we had a great time with my oven and worked with people in the villages.
The goal now is to raise enough money to buy a village a Solar Oven that will provide the entire 
village’s cooking needs. These ovens are around $6000.00. Donations are most welcomed.

Sun Catchers 
Rita Riewerts, Founder 
212 Taylor Creek Road  

Forks of Salmon, CA 96031
530.320.6629

suncatchers.africa@gmail.com
www.suncatchersproject.org

In the winter of 2008 Revolutionary Innovations, in coordination with the Sun Catchers Project, achieved one of the most ambitious  
action sports expeditions to date. The tour gathered some of the sport’s most influential athletes and the founder of the Sun Catchers  
Project for a five month expedition throughout Southern Africa. TYLER BRADT, IAN GARCIA, LANE JACOBS, PATRICK CAMBLIN, 
CAPO RETTIG and RUSH STURGES found the best whitewater on the continent and filmed the expedition. The whitewater team, and 
RITA RIEWERTS also visited communities and orphanages along their way to assess the needs the people might have for community  
sized solar ovens.
The AFRICA REVOLUTIONS TOUR started as a dream built upon years of white water expeditions and global pursuits. Being an 
international expedition provides a unique perspective, which lends itself so well to this type of project. The Africa tour is the first 
action sports exploit created to construct real change in the environments of Africa and the quality of lives of Africans themselves.  
It developed into an expedition where it’s success tied directly into how it could contribute to the people and places the expedition 
would reach. 
The Film is a full length documentary of the expedition which debuted March, 2009 in Rosenheim, Germany, winning the festival’s 
top honors, and will be debuting in the U.S. in May, 2009 at 5 Point Film Festival in Carbondale, Colorado.
All profits from the sales of the film will be donated to the Sun Catchers Project and its’ mass distribution will further motivate 
public support. The Africa Revolutions Tour will prove to be one of the best selling titles of 2009.
This film is edited by River Roots, a Rush Sturges Company.



I always come to a halt 
each year when I begin to 
write Scuttlebutt. I have a  
need to stroll down the 
previous season’s mem-
ory lane. This, of course,  
gives my mind way too 
much liberty and I begin 
thinking about all the sea-
sons. Before you know it, 
I’m back in 1985, which 
was a fabulous year for 
children being born, busi-
ness really beginning  
to take off, first time friends 
and guests who still come 
back here 24 years later. 
After I’m back to present 

day, I begin with going through our employee lists, in this case, 
being the season of 2008. This gives me a jump start on re-
membering ‘what did happen last season?’ Who taught? Who 
cooked, cleaned and mowed the lawns? What was last season’s 
flavor? Smoke?  Usually, I need to jiggle the old brain to recall 
the people and events of the previous year. Last year was a 
mixed bag of emotions, some quite wonderful and others not 
so hot, so to speak. The ‘not so hot part,’ was the fire in our 
neck of the woods. We never thought it would be breathing  
down Otter Bar’ neck, but it finally did. Although 2008 is a little  
smoky in my mind, I’ll try to bring out the sun. We began our 
year with a full snow pack, and fabulous water to greet the 
guests. Everyone who worked here were eager to do what they 
do best, be it teaching kayaking, cooking, cleaning, organizing 
or playing banjo in the bathroom, we were on it! Starting off 
with the cutest cookies in this world, NYOMI RIVERA AND AWNA  
ZEGZDRYN, were rolling in the pond as well as the kitchen. 
Both have been with us for 5 seasons. But, all good things 
must come to an end, and they 
are off to begin life after Otter 
Bar. After they told me, and after 
having my nervous breakdown,  

I still haven’t gotten over it. 
So, here I sit trying to be 
brave and look for two new 
cooks. I told Awna, I would 
go around picking up hitch-
hikers in hopes they were looking for a chef’s job, 
as Awna was. Nyomi will still be close by and is 
willing to come train new people, which will help. 
She wants to finish building her house so she can  
begin a family. Awna has begun a catering business 
in Ashland called AZ Catering & Event Planning. 
Our employees become such good friends and  
I don’t think I’ll ever get over this farewell, but wish 
them the best of the best. PETER KETTERING was 
out of commission for the first part of the season, 
due to his shoulder surgery and was heavy into 
rehab during the spring of 08. His recovery went 
well, and joined us in June. So, now, he knows just 
what to do this year after his 2ND shoulder surgery, 
which he wasn’t expecting. But when you least  
expect it….he’s now well into rehab #2 and might 
be ready a little earlier in 2009. Let us hope this 
will be the case. In the mean time, he’s taking it 
easy in New Zealand with his private nurse. SCOTT 
HARDING, SILAS BEAVER, GRAHAM CHARLES, GREG  
DAVIDSON AND ZACK SHAW kicked off the begin-
ning part of our the year. SCOTT is in Ashland, OR 
in his new job of ‘River Keeper’ for the Klamath.  
I think this means he’s a full time activist for this river,  
and keeps up on the activities, water flows, dam 
removals, fish runs, mining activities etc. What ever 
it takes to keep a river healthy. For someone who 
has spent all his time kayaking, flying and taking  
photos for most of his adult life, this is going 
to be a different lifestyle for Scott. A REAL JOB, in a REAL  
OFFICE! Can he do it folks? SILAS has been traveling around the 

world with his wife, Jocelyn, working with her 
dance company, which is quite convenient.  
He’s in Central American as I write, and 
wants to work this year, thank heavens! MR. 
CHARLES and his counter part, ZACK, have 
spent a lot of their year on THE ICE, fend-
ing off polar bears, penguins, sea lions, and 
cabin crazed tourists on the ship. They are 

both ready for a break when they come 
to Otter Bar for a bit of R&R, and of 
course teaching. Graham actually ended  
up leading our New Zealand trip in  
February this year since Peter Kettering 
was still recovering. GREG was here for 
much of the season after he finished up 
his graduate work in Wildlife Biology. And 



guess what? He got a REAL JOB in Eastern Oregon actually  
using his new masters degree. He and CAROL have moved out-
side of Joseph, OR. I don’t think we’re going to see him this 
season, unless work lets him off the hook to come get his Otter 
Bar fix. Another one bites the dust. JESS BROWN showed up 
with her usual vitality, vim and vigor! No one can call that lass 
lazy. Jess is the only person I know who puts 150% of energy 
into what ever she does, and still has a smile on her face at all 
times. Jess is working with her dad in NZ and is taking business  
courses online. We’ll miss that one! CREEK was laid on to teach, 
however, most of the weeks he had were during the fire when 
we had to close, so we didn’t see much of the elder in 08. 
But we did take advantage of the situation and he, BETTY ANN,  
PETER AND KRISTY, sat in our lawn chairs in the front yard 
each night, watching the fire creep closer and closer. We drank  
G & Ts and roasted marshmallows when it got really close. Just 
heard from ERICK CONKLIN and he, as well, took a job being 
a recreation director for a military branch; not exactly sure what 

that means, but sounds like 
a sound job for Erick, and 
we wish him well in that. We 
had a few newbies come 
this year as well. We always 
love the new crop of guides 
coming in and learning 
from us and us from them. 
New eyes are always good 
for both sides. JR WEIR and 

LIBBY CROWLEY test drove Otter Bar, and I think it was a good 
fit, and hope to have them back this year. Both were eager to 
learn and teach and be part of the team.
Our last class,  THE FIRST DESCENTS WEEK, was taught by 
Peter Kettering; Leah Wilson; Silas Beaver; Brad Ludden and 
Corey Nielsen. What a hoot that group was! A nice class to end 
up the season on! Our lodge staff was as wonderful as ever. We 
had MELINDA STEARNS steering the ship keeping that kitchen 
in line! We even had a family affair and brought 16 yr.old VIOLET 
STEARNS onboard for her first summer job, and she was awesome!  
Melinda is so funny, and keeps the kitchen in stitches. We love 
her. CATHY LEVINS is one of those women who works until the 
last day of her pregnancy, and she did. 
Cathy carried on her job at Otter Bar and 
then continued her job at the local elemen-
tary school, and had Pete the Fifth around 
Thanksgiving Day. Congratulations! Another  
one for the new Forks of Salmon generation.  
We roped in the lovely RITA RIEWERTS fill 
in for what ever we needed. She, being  
the woman of all trades, jumped into just 
about anything we asked her to do and 
did a perfect job at it. Thanks. Rita is 
now in Arcata pursuing her Sun Catchers 

Non Profit. Our daughter, ALLISON, had to leave soon after she 
moved back home for the summer, due to the smoke. She went 
back to Santa Cruz and worked there for the summer. Our first 
summer without her, we were so sad. Another new person in 
the lodge was Sharon Leiper, a local who asked for a part time 
job, and we put her to work. She was a life saver for us. Three 
other instructors we had for our Teen Leadership Camp, were 
TYLER BRADT; AARON ‘CAPO’ RETTIG; AND DAVID HUGHS. Tyler 
didn’t run any 107’ water falls  during this week, but held his 
own with the 15, 16 and 17 year old campers. David, who runs 
Huge Adventures, was on top his game with these kayaking 
teens. After all, this is what David does for a living. Capo has 
known RUSH STURGES and Tyler since their days at World Class 
Kayak Academy. I figured if he can run with these two crazies 
and survive, I knew he would make an excellent TLC leader, 
as he did! Some people come to Otter Bar for the kayaking, 
some for the food, some for the environment, and some for it 
all. But, some come for the massages. That’s because we are 
lucky enough to have three of the best masseuses, by any one’s 
standards: MELISSA SHOCKEY; BOB BEAVER AND JUDY BEAVER. 
All have different styles, so there is something for everyone  
depending on what your body needs. We couldn’t have a more 
professional and knowledgeable group. Melissa is trying to figure  
out how to swing a leave of absence this summer to come 
back. She just began a new job at St. Joseph Hospital in Eureka  
as an OB Nurse. Isn’t that just perfect for her? Well, not as  
perfect as being here, but we’ll see. Bob and Judy will be 
here for sure, and we are so fortunate that we have so many  
awesome people locally. The one we’re really going to miss, is 
our NICK MOSES. Nick has been with us for 3 years, and he is 
just the easiest person to have around. He hangs in there weed 
eating & mowing and while he always comes back covered with 
dirt, there is always a smile under that dirt and a big “hello.” 

OTTER BAR JOINS THE 21ST CENTURY: With the help from 
our children, we have opened up a Face Book Account:  
otterbar@aol.com (Our regular email is still: otterbar@gmail.
com) Keep in touch with the latest happenings at OBL. We’ll be 
your friend if you’ll be ours.



of the Trinity Mountains on your way to Otter Bar. AIR SHASTA! 
Want to fly up to Otter Bar aboard one of Air Shasta’s Robinson 
44 Helicopters? The price is: $750.00 each way for 3 people from 
Redding, CA. This cuts off 3 hours of driving time, plus a heli ride 
to die for, with views of the Trinity Alps, Mt. Shasta and Otter Bar. 
There is a limit of 50 pounds of soft luggage for each person. Flight 
time is 40 minutes. Just a thought.

“Probably the best instruction I have received. Detailed and consistent. 
Probably one of the best weeks of my life. Peter, the instructors and all 
the staff made the week! Thank you!!”  – Ted Bonner, Phoenix, AZ

“Peaceful, stunning comfortable-truly a home away from home. A very 
special place has been created here. There is so much heart and soul, 
not only in the infrastructure, but in  every single member of the Otter Bar 
Family. This place offers a genuine retreat, rarely replicated in the world. 

Thank you for providing a week of tranquility, not only for me, but for 
every client that has entered your home.”  – Erin Raley, Placerville, CO

“I wanted to give all of you a very heartfelt thank you for all your pa-
tience, good humor and most excellent skill in working with us this 
week. I enjoyed our days at the lodge and on the water so much. I 
especially appreciated being in the presence of such experience and 
professionalism, as I try to develop in my own kayak guiding. But most 
of all, it was fun, and I had it!”  – Pam Gray, Berkeley, CA 

“Very positive. Like switching instructors to get exposure to different 
styles. Nice work on catering to different levels and still giving every-
one enough attention. A little push to go beyond where I was comfort-
able was good!”  – Lesley Ross, Bonita, CA

“Bryan and I had an awesome time at Otter Bar. One of the best vaca-
tions we have ever had. Since we got home I have purchased a Mamba 
and finally ran the Ocoee, a river I had been nervous about running.  I 
had a great time thanks to the confidence I gained while at Otter Bar 
paddling with Jess, Peter and Graham. Everything was great, from the 
food to the rivers to the location to the guests. Thanks for the great 
experience.”  – Susan Kyle, Commerce, GA

“A good week of ‘laughing” which is a pretty healthy thing for me.  A 
place so beautiful to have had the chance to play in life is good. Each 
instructor was fun! Great at calming my insides down, demonstrating 
skills, patience and not making someone feel like an idiot after failing 
a maneuver for the 50th time. Thanks so much.”  
– Marybeth Mitchell, Issaquah, WA

14026 Salmon River RD
Forks of Salmon, cA 96031
T 530.462.4772
F 530.462.4788
otterbar@gmail.com
www.otterbar.com

If you feel you have received 
this newsletter in error or 
no longer wish to receive it, 
please in form us at 
otterbar@gmail.com


